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Abstract
Consider a totally ordered set S of n elements; as an example, a set of tennis players and their
rankings. Further assume that their ranking is a total order and thus satisfies transitivity and
anti-symmetry. Following Frances Yao (1974), an element (player) is said to be (i, j)-mediocre
if it is neither among the top i nor among the bottom j elements of S. More than 40 years
ago, Yao suggested a stunningly simple algorithm for finding an (i, j)-mediocre element: Pick
i+ j + 1 elements arbitrarily and select the (i+ 1)-th largest among them. She also asked: “Is
this the best algorithm?” No one seems to have found such an algorithm ever since.
We first provide a deterministic algorithm that beats the worst-case comparison bound in
Yao’s algorithm for a large range of values of i (and corresponding suitable j = j(i)). We
then repeat the exercise for randomized algorithms; the average number of comparisons of our
algorithm beats the average comparison bound in Yao’s algorithm for another large range of
values of i (and corresponding suitable j = j(i)); the improvement is most notable in the
symmetric case i = j. Moreover, the tight bound obtained in the analysis of Yao’s algorithm
allows us to give a definite answer for this class of algorithms. In summary, we answer Yao’s
question as follows: (i) “Presently not” for deterministic algorithms and (ii) “Definitely not” for
randomized algorithms. (In fairness, it should be said however that Yao posed the question in
the context of deterministic algorithms.)
Keywords: comparison algorithm, randomized algorithm, approximate selection, i-th order
statistic, mediocre element, Yao’s hypothesis, tournaments, quantiles.
1 Introduction
Given a sequence A of n numbers and an integer (selection) parameter 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the selection
problem asks to find the i-th smallest element in A. If the n elements are distinct, the i-th smallest
is larger than i − 1 elements of A and smaller than the other n − i elements of A. By symmetry,
the problems of determining the i-th smallest and the i-th largest are equivalent; throughout this
paper, we will be mainly concerned with the latter dual problem.
Together with sorting, the selection problem is one of the most fundamental problems in com-
puter science. Sorting trivially solves the selection problem; however, a higher level of sophistication
is required in order to obtain a linear time algorithm. This was accomplished in the early 1970s,
when Blum et al. [8] gave an O(n)-time algorithm for the problem. Their algorithm performs at
most 5.43n comparisons and its running time is linear irrespective of the selection parameter i.
Their approach was to use an element in A as a pivot to partition A into two smaller subsequences
and recurse on one of them with a (possibly different) selection parameter i. The pivot was set
as the (recursively computed) median of medians of small disjoint groups of the input array (of
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constant size at least 5). More recently, several variants of Select with groups of 3 and 4, also
running in O(n) time, have been obtained by Chen and Dumitrescu and independently by Zwick;
see [9].
The selection problem, and computing the median in particular are in close relation with the
problem of finding the quantiles of a set. The k-th quantiles of an n-element set are the k−1 order
statistics that divide the sorted set in k equal-sized groups (to within 1); see, e.g., [10, p. 223]. The
k-th quantiles of a set can be computed by a recursive algorithm running in O(n log k) time.
In an attempt to drastically reduce the number of comparisons done for selection (down from
5.43n), Scho¨nhage et al. [33] designed a non-recursive algorithm based on different principles, most
notably the technique of mass-production. Their algorithm finds the median (the ⌈n/2⌉-th largest
element) using at most 3n+o(n) comparisons; as noted by Dor and Zwick [14], it can be adjusted to
find the i-th largest, for any i, within the same comparison count. In a subsequent later work, Dor
and Zwick [15] managed to reduce the 3n + o(n) comparison bound to about 2.95n; this however
required new ideas and took a great deal of effort.
Mediocre elements (players). Following Yao, an element is said to be (i, j)-mediocre if it is
neither among the top (i.e., largest) i nor among the bottom (i.e., smallest) j of a totally ordered
set S of n elements. Yao remarked, that historically, finding a mediocre element is closely related
to finding the median, with a common motivation being selecting an element that is not too close
to either extreme. Observe also that (i, j)-mediocre elements where i = ⌊n−1
2
⌋, j = ⌊n
2
⌋ (and
symmetrically exchanged), are medians of S.
In her PhD thesis [35], Yao suggested a stunningly simple algorithm for finding an (i, j)-mediocre
element: Pick i+ j+1 elements arbitrarily and select the (i+1)-th largest among them. It is easy
to check that this element satisfies the required condition. Yao asked whether this algorithm is
optimal. No improvements over this algorithm were known. An interesting feature of this algorithm
is that its complexity does not depend on n (unless i or j do). The author also proved that this
algorithm is optimal for i = 1. For i + j + 1 ≤ n, let S(i, j, n) denote the minimum number of
comparisons needed in the worst case to find an (i, j)-mediocre element. Yao [35, Sec. 4.3] proved
that S(1, j, n) = V2(j + 2) = j + ⌈log(j + 2)⌉, and so S(1, j, n) is independent of n. Here V2(j + 2)
denotes the minimum number of comparisons needed in the worst case to find the second largest
out of j + 2 elements.
The question of whether this algorithm is optimal for all values of i and j has remained open
ever since; alternatively, the question is whether S(i, j, n) is independent of n for all other values of i
and j. Here we provide two alternative algorithms for finding a mediocre element (one deterministic
and one randomized), and thereby confront Yao’s algorithm with concrete challenges.
Background and related problems. Determining the comparison complexity for computing
various order statistics including the median has lead to many exciting questions, some of which
are still unanswered today. In this respect, Yao’s hypothesis on selection [35, Sec. 4] has stim-
ulated the development of such algorithms [14, 30, 33]. That includes the seminal algorithm of
Scho¨nhage et al. [33], which introduced principles of mass-production for deriving an efficient
comparison-based algorithm.
Due to its primary importance, the selection problem has been studied extensively; see for
instance [3, 6, 7, 11, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 24, 30, 36]. A comprehensive review of
early developments in selection is provided by Knuth [27]. The reader is also referred to dedicated
book chapters on selection, such as those in [1, 5, 10, 12, 26] and the more recent articles [9, 16],
including experimental work [4].
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In many applications (e.g., sorting), it is not important to find an exact median, or any other
precise order statistic, for that matter, and an approximate median suffices [17]. For instance,
quick-sort type algorithms aim at finding a balanced partition without much effort; see e.g., [21].
As a concrete example, Battiato et al. [6] gave an algorithm for finding a weak approximate median
by using few comparisons. While the number of comparisons is at most 3n/2 in the worst case,
their algorithm can only guarantee finding an (i, j)-mediocre element with i, j = Ω(nlog3 2); however,
nlog3 2 = o(n), and so the selection made could be shallow.
Our results. Our main results are summarized in the following. It is worth noting, however,
that the list of sample data the theorems provide is not exhaustive.
Theorem 1. Given a sequence of n elements, an (i, j)-mediocre element, where i = αn, j =
(1− 2α)n− 1, and 0 < α < 1/3, can be found by a deterministic algorithm A1 using cA1 · n+ o(n)
comparisons in the worst case, where the constants cA1 = cA1(α) for the quantiles 1 through 33 are
given in Fig. 2 (column A1 of the second table). In particular, if the number of comparisons done
by Yao’s algorithm is cYao · n+ o(n), we have cA1 < cYao, for each of these quantiles.
Theorem 2. Given a sequence of n elements, an (i, j)-mediocre element, where i = j = n/2−n3/4,
can be found by a randomized algorithm using n+O(n3/4) comparisons on average. If 0 < α < 1/2
is a fixed constant, an (i, j)-mediocre element, where i = j = αn, can be found using 2αn+O(n3/4)
comparisons on average. If α, β > 0 are fixed constants with α+β < 1, an (i, j)-mediocre element,
where i = αn, j = βn, can be found using (α+ β)n+O(n3/4) comparisons on average.
In particular, finding an element near the median requires about 3n/2 comparisons for any pre-
vious algorithm (including Yao’s), and finding the precise median requires 3n/2+o(n) comparisons
on average, while the main term in this expression cannot be improved [11]. In contrast, our
randomized algorithm finds an element near the median using about n comparisons on average,
thereby achieving a substantial savings of roughly n/2 comparisons.
Preliminaries and notation. Without affecting the results, the following two standard simpli-
fying assumptions are convenient: (i) the input sequence A contains n distinct numbers; and (ii) the
floor and ceiling functions are omitted in the descriptions of the algorithms and their analyses. For
example, for simplicity we write the αn-th element instead of the more precise ⌊αn⌋-th element. In
the same spirit, for convenience we treat
√
n and n3/4 as integers. Unless specified otherwise, all
logarithms are in base 2.
Let E[X] and Var[X] denote the expectation and respectively, the variance, of a random vari-
able X. If E is an event in a probability space, Prob(E) denotes its probability.
2 Instances and algorithms for deterministic approximate selec-
tion
We first make a couple of observations on the problem of finding an (i, j)-mediocre element. Without
loss of generality (by considering the complementary order), it can be assumed that i ≤ j; and
consequently, i < n/2, if convenient. Our algorithm is designed to work for a specific range of
values of i, j: i ≤ j ≤ n − 2i − 1; outside this range our algorithm simply proceeds as in Yao’s
algorithm. With anticipation, we note that our test values for purpose of comparison will belong
to the specified range. Note that the conditions i ≤ j and i ≤ j ≤ n− 2i− 1 imply that i < n/3.
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Yao’s algorithm is very simple: simply pick i+j+1 elements arbitrarily and select the (i+1)-th
largest among them. As mentioned earlier, it is easy to check that this element satisfies the required
condition.
Our algorithm (for the specified range) is also simple: Group the n elements into m = n/2 pairs
and perform n/2 comparisons; then select the (i+ 1)-th largest from the m upper elements in the
m pairs. Let us first briefly argue about its correctness; denoting the selected element by x, on one
hand, observe that x is smaller than i (upper) elements in disjoint pairs; on the other hand, observe
that x is larger than 2
(
n
2
− i− 1) + 1 = n − 2i − 1 ≥ j (lower) elements in disjoint pairs, by the
range assumption. It follows that the algorithm returns an (i, j)-mediocre element, as required.
It should be noted that both algorithms (ours as well as Yao’s) make calls to exact selection,
however with different input parameters. As such, we use state of the art algorithms and corre-
sponding worst-case bounds for (exact) selection available. In particular, selecting the median can
be accomplished with at most 2.95n comparisons, by using the algorithm of Dor and Zwick [15];
and if l is any fixed integer, selecting the αn-th largest element can be accomplished with at most
cDor−Zwick · n+ o(n) comparisons, where
cDor−Zwick = cDor−Zwick(α, l) = 1 + (l + 2)
(
α+
1− α
2l
)
, (1)
by using an algorithm tailored for shallow selection by the same authors [14]. In particular, by
letting l = ⌊log 1α + log log 1α⌋ in Equation (1), the authors obtain the following upper bound:
cDor−Zwick(α) = 1 + (l + 2)
(
α+
1− α
2l
)
(2)
≤ 1 +
(
log
1
α
+ log log
1
α
+ 2
)
·
(
α+
2α(1 − α)
log 1α
)
.
Note that Equations (1) and (2) only lead to upper bounds in asymptotic terms.
Here we present an algorithm that outperforms Yao’s algorithm for finding an (αn, βn)-mediocre
element for large n and for a broad range of values of α and suitable β = β(α), using current best
comparison bounds for exact selection as described above. A key difference between our algorithm
and Yao’s lies in the amount of effort put into processing the input. Whereas Yao’s algorithm
chooses an arbitrary subset of elements of a certain size and ignores the remaining elements, our
algorithm looks at all the input elements and gathers initial information based on grouping the
elements into disjoint pairs and performing the respective comparisons.
Problem instances. Consider the instance (αn, (1 − 2α)n − 1) of the problem of selecting a
mediocre element, where α is a constant 0 < α < 1/3.
Algorithms. We next specify our algorithm and Yao’s algorithm for our problem instances. We
start with our algorithm; and refer to Fig. 1 for an illustration.
Algorithm A1.
Step 1: Group the n elements into n/2 pairs by performing n/2 comparisons.
Step 2: Select and return the (αn + 1)-th largest from the n/2 upper elements in the n/2
pairs. Refer to Fig. 1.
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xFigure 1: Illustration of Algorithm A1 for α = 1/6 and n = 12; large elements are at the top of the respective
edges.
Let x denote the selected element. The general argument given earlier shows that x is
(αn, (1 − 2α)n − 1)-mediocre: On one hand, there are (2α)n/2 = αn elements larger than x;
on the other hand, there are (1 − 2α)n/2 · 2 − 1 = (1 − 2α)n − 1 elements smaller than x, as
required.
We next specify Yao’s algorithm for our problem instances.
Algorithm Yao.
Step 1: Choose an arbitrary subset of k = (1− α)n elements from the given n.
Step 2: Select and return the (αn + 1)-th largest element from the k chosen.
Let y denote the selected element. As noted earlier, y is (αn, (1− 2α)n− 1)-mediocre. Observe
that the element returned by Yao’s algorithm corresponds to a selection problem with a fraction
α′ = α
1−α from the k available.
Analysis of the number of comparisons. For 0 < α < 1, let f(α) denote the multiplicative
constant in the current best upper bound on the number of comparisons in the algorithm of Dor
and Zwick for selection of the αn-th largest element out of n elements, according to (1), with
one improvement. Instead of considering only one value for l, namely l = ⌊log 1α + log log 1α⌋, we
also consider the value l + 1, and let the algorithm choose the best (i.e., the smallest of the two
resulting values in (1) for the number of comparisons in terms of α). This simple change improves
the advantage of Algorithm A1 over Yao’s algorithm.
Recall that the algorithm of Dor and Zwick [14], which is a refinement of the algorithm of
Scho¨nhage et al. [33], is non-recursive, thus the selection target remains the same during its execu-
tion, and so choosing the best value for l can be done at the beginning of the algorithm. (Recall
that the seminal algorithm of Scho¨nhage et al. [33] is non-recursive as well.)
To be precise, let
g(α, l) =
(
1 + (l + 2)
(
α+
1− α
2l
))
, (3)
and
l =
⌊
log
1
α
+ log log
1
α
⌋
, (4)
f(α) = min (g(α, l), g(α, l + 1)) . (5)
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i l g(αi, l) g(αi, l + 1) f(αi)
1 9 1.1312 1.1316 1.1312
2 8 1.2382 1.2410 1.2382
3 7 1.3382 1.3378 1.3378
4 6 1.4400 1.4275 1.4275
5 6 1.5187 1.5168 1.5168
6 6 1.5975 1.6060 1.5975
7 5 1.6934 1.6762 1.6762
8 5 1.7612 1.7550 1.7550
9 5 1.8290 1.8337 1.8290
10 5 1.8968 1.9125 1.8968
11 4 1.9937 1.9646 1.9646
12 4 2.0500 2.0325 2.0320
13 4 2.1062 2.1003 2.1003
14 4 2.1625 2.1681 2.1625
15 4 2.2187 2.2359 2.2187
16 4 2.2750 2.3037 2.2750
17 3 2.3687 2.3312 2.3312
18 3 2.4125 2.3875 2.3875
19 3 2.4562 2.4437 2.4437
20 3 2.5000 2.5000 2.5000
21 3 2.5437 2.5562 2.5437
22 3 2.5875 2.6125 2.5875
23 3 2.6312 2.6687 2.6312
24 3 2.6750 2.7250 2.6750
25 2 2.7500 2.7187 2.7187
26 2 2.7800 2.7625 2.7625
27 2 2.8100 2.8062 2.8062
28 2 2.8400 2.8500 2.8400
29 2 2.8700 2.8937 2.8700
30 2 2.9000 2.9375 2.9000
31 2 2.9300 2.9812 2.9300
32 2 2.9600 3.0250 2.9600
33 2 2.9900 3.0687 2.9900
i A1 Yao
1 1.1191 1.1210
2 1.2137 1.2175
3 1.2987 1.3069
4 1.3775 1.3846
5 1.4484 1.4625
6 1.5162 1.5300
7 1.5812 1.5975
8 1.6375 1.6637
9 1.6937 1.7193
10 1.7500 1.7750
11 1.7937 1.8306
12 1.8375 1.8850
13 1.8812 1.9275
14 1.9200 1.9700
15 1.9500 2.0125
16 1.9800 2.0550
17 2.0000 2.0925
18 2.0000 2.1200
19 2.0000 2.1475
20 2.0000 2.1750
21 2.0000 2.2025
22 2.0000 2.2200
23 2.0000 2.2300
24 2.0000 2.2400
25 2.0000 2.2125
26 2.0000 2.2200
27 2.0000 2.1900
28 2.0000 2.1600
29 2.0000 2.1300
30 2.0000 2.1000
31 2.0000 2.0700
32 2.0000 2.0400
33 2.0000 2.0100
Figure 2: Left: the values of f(αi), αi = i/100, i = 1, . . . , 33, for the algorithm of Dor and Zwick. Right:
the comparison counts per element of A1 versus Yao for the first 33 quantiles. (The tables list the first four
digits after the decimal point.)
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It follows by inspection that the comparison counts for Algorithm A1 and Algorithm Yao are
bounded from above by cA1 · n+ o(n) and cYao · n+ o(n), respectively, where
cA1 =
1
2
(1 + f(2α)) , (6)
cYao = (1− α) · f
(
α
1− α
)
. (7)
It is worth noting that Equation (5) yields values larger than 3 for certain values of α; e.g.,
for α = 0.4, we have l = 1, and g(0.4, 1) = 3.1, g(0.4, 2) = 3.2, and so f(0.4) = 3.1. Moreover,
a problem instance with 1/6 ≤ α < 1/3 would entail Algorithm A1 making a call to an exact
selection with parameter 1/3 ≤ 2α < 2/3 (see (6) above). However, taking into consideration the
possible adaptation of their algorithm pointed out by the authors [14], the expression of f(α) in (5)
can be replaced by
f(α) = min (g(α, l), g(α, l + 1), 3) , (8)
or even by
f(α) = min (g(α, l), g(α, l + 1), 2.95) . (9)
We next show that (the new) Algorithm A1 outperforms Algorithm Yao with respect to the
(worst-case) number of comparisons in selecting a mediocre element for n large enough and for
all instances (αin, (1 − 2αi)n − 1), where αi = i/100, and i = 1, . . . , 33; that is, for all quantiles
i = 1, . . . , 33 and suitable values of the 2nd parameter. This is proven by the data in the two tables
in Fig. 2; the entries are computed using Equations (6) and (7), respectively. Moreover, the results
remain the same, regardless of whether one uses the expression of f(α) in (8) or (9); to avoid the
clutter, we only included the results obtained by using the expression of f(α) in (8).
Lower bounds. We compute lower bounds by leveraging the work of Scho¨nhage on a related
problem, namely partial oder production. In the partial order production problem, we are given a
poset P partially ordered by 1, and another set S of n elements with an underlying, unknown,
total order 2; with |P | ≤ |S|. The goal is to find a monotone injection from P to S by querying
the total order 2 and minimizing the number of such queries. Alternatively, the partial order
production problem can be (equivalently) formulated with |P | = |S|, by padding P with |S| − |P |
singleton elements.
This problem was first studied by Scho¨nhage [32], who showed by an information-theoretic
argument that C(P ) ≥ ⌈log(n!/e(P ))⌉, where C(P ) is the minimax comparison complexity of P
and e(P ) is the number of linear extensions (i.e., total orders) of P . Further results on poset
production were obtained by Aigner [2]. Yao [34] proved that Scho¨nhage’s lower bound can be
achieved asymptotically in the sense that C(P ) = O(log(n!/e(P )) + n), confirming a conjecture of
Saks [31].
Finding an (i, j)-mediocre element amounts to a special case of the partial order production
problem, where P consists of a center element, i elements above it, and j elements below it. For
applying Scho¨nhage’s lower bound we have
e(P ) = i!j!(n − i− j − 1)!
(
n
i+ j + 1
)
.
This yields
C(P ) ≥
⌈
log(n!)−
(
log(n!) + log
i!j!
(i+ j + 1)!
)⌉
=
⌈
log
(i+ j + 1)!
i!j!
⌉
.
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Interestingly enough, the resulting lower bound does not depend on n; observe here the connection
with Yao’s hypothesis, namely the earlier question on the independence of S(i, j, n) on n. Moreover,
since
(i+ j + 1)!
i!j!
= (j + 1)
(
i+ j + 1
i
)
= (i+ 1)
(
i+ j + 1
j
)
,
the above lower bound is rather weak, namely at most i + j ± o(n). Note that a lower bound of
(i + j + 1)− 1 = i+ j < n for selecting an (i, j)-mediocre element is immediate by a connectivity
argument applied to P ; see also [34, Lemma 2]. On the other hand, observe that the coefficients
(of the linear terms) in the upper bounds in the right table in Fig. 2 are all strictly greater than 1.
3 Instances and algorithms for randomized approximate selection
Problem instances. Consider the problem of selecting an (i, j)-mediocre element, for the im-
portant symmetric case i = j. To start with, let i = j = n/2− n3/4 (the first scenario described in
Theorem 2); an extended range of values will be given in the end.
Algorithms. We next specify our algorithm1 and compare it with Yao’s algorithm instantiated
with these values (i = j = n/2− n3/4).
Algorithm A2.
Input: A set S of n elements over a totally ordered universe.
Output: An (i, j)-mediocre element, where i = j = n/2− n3/4.
Step 1: Pick a (multi)-set R of ⌈n3/4⌉ elements in S, chosen uniformly and independently
at random with replacement.
Step 2: Let m be median of R (computed by a linear-time deterministic algorithm).
Step 3: Compare each of the remaining elements of S \R to m.
Step 4: If there are at least i = j = n/2− n3/4 elements of S on either side of m, return m,
otherwise FAIL.
Observe that (i) Algorithm A2 performs at most n + O(n3/4) comparisons; and (ii) it either
correctly outputs an (i, j)-mediocre element, where i = j = n/2− n3/4, or FAIL.
Analysis of the number of comparisons. Our analysis is quite similar to that of the classic
randomized algorithm for finding the median; see [18], but also [29, Sec. 3.3] and [28, Sec. 3.4].
In particular, the randomized median finding algorithm and Algorithm A2 both fail for similar
reasons.
Recall that an execution of Algorithm A2 performs at most n+O(n3/4) comparisons. Define a
random variable Xi by
Xi =
{
1 if the rank of the ith sample is less than n/2− n3/4,
0 else.
1We could formulate a general algorithm for finding an (i, j)-mediocre element, acting differently in a specified
range, as we did for the deterministic algorithm in Section 2. However, for clarity, we preferred to specify it in this
way.
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The variables Xi are independent, since the sampling is done with replacement. It is easily seen
that
p := Prob(Xi = 1) ≤ n/2− n
3/4
n
=
1
2
− 1
n1/4
.
Let X =
∑n3/4
i=1 Xi be the random variable counting the number of samples in R whose rank is less
than n/2− n3/4. By the linearity of expectation, we have
E[X] =
n3/4∑
i=1
E[Xi] ≤ n3/4
(
1
2
− 1
n1/4
)
=
n3/4
2
−√n.
Observe that the randomized algorithm A2 fails if and only if the rank (in S) of the median m of
R is outside the rank interval [n/2−n3/4, n/2+n3/4], i.e., the rank of m is smaller than n/2−n3/4
or larger than n/2 + n3/4. Note that if algorithm A2 fails then at least |R|/2 = n3/4/2 elements of
R have rank ≤ n/2−n3/4 or at least |R|/2 = n3/4/2 elements of R have rank ≥ n/2+n3/4; denote
these two events by E1 and E2, respectively. We next bound from above their probability.
Lemma 1.
Prob(E1) ≤ 1
4n1/4
.
Proof. Since Xi is a Bernoulli trial, X is a binomial random variable with parameters n
3/4 and p.
Observing that p(1− p) ≤ 1/4, it follows (see for instance [28, Sec. 3.2.1]) that
Var(X) = n3/4p(1− p) ≤ n
3/4
4
.
Applying Chebyshev’s inequality yields
Prob(E1) ≤ Prob
(
X ≥ n
3/4
2
)
≤ Prob (|X − E[X]| ≥ √n)
≤ Var(X)
n
≤ n
3/4
4n
=
1
4n1/4
,
as claimed.
Similarly, we deduce that Prob(E2) ≤ 1/(4n1/4). Consequently, by the union bound it follows
that the probability that one execution of Algorithm A2 fails is bounded from above by
Prob(E1 ∪ E2) ≤ Prob(E1) + Prob(E2) ≤ 1
2n1/4
.
As in [28, Sec 3.4], Algorithm A2 can be converted (from a Monte Carlo algorithm) to a Las
Vegas algorithm by running it repeatedly until it succeeds. By Lemma 1, the FAIL probability is
significantly small, and so the expected number of comparisons of the resulting algorithm is still
n+ o(n)). Indeed, the expected number of repetitions until the algorithm succeeds is at most
1
1− 1/(2n1/4) ≤ 1 +
1
n1/4
.
Since the number of comparisons in each execution of the algorithm is n + O(n3/4), the expected
number of comparisons until success is at most(
1 +
1
n1/4
)(
n+O(n3/4)
)
= n+O(n3/4).
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We now analyze the average number of comparisons done by Yao’s algorithm. On one hand, by
a classic result of Floyd and Rivest [18], the k-th largest element out of n given, can be found using
at most n + min(k, n − k) + o(n) comparisons on average. On the other hand, by a classic result
of Cunto and Munro [11], this task requires n + min(k, n − k) + o(n) comparisons on average. In
particular, the median of i+ j+1 = n−2n3/4+1 elements can be found using at most 3n/2+ o(n)
comparisons on average; and the main term in this expression cannot be improved.
Consequently, since 1 < 3/2, the average number of comparisons done by Algorithm A2 is
significantly smaller than the average number of comparisons done by Yao’s algorithm for the task
of finding an (i, j)-mediocre element, when n is large and i = j = n/2− n3/4.
Generalization. A broad range of symmetric instances for comparison purposes can be obtained
as follows. Let 0 < α < 1/2 be any fixed constant. Consider the problem of selecting an (i, j)-
mediocre element in the symmetric case, where i = j = αn. Our algorithm first chooses an arbitrary
subset of 2αn + 2n3/4 elements of S to which it applies Algorithm A2; as such, it uses at most
2αn + O(n3/4) comparisons on average. It is implicitly assumed here that 2αn + 2n3/4 ≤ n, i.e.,
that n1/4(1 − 2α) ≥ 2, which holds for n large enough. In contrast, Yao’s algorithm chooses an
arbitrary subset of 2αn + 1 elements and uses 3αn + o(n) comparisons on average. Since 2α < 3α
for every α > 0, the average number of comparisons in Algorithm A2 is significantly smaller than
the average number of comparisons in Yao’s algorithm for the task of finding an (i, j)-mediocre
element, when n is large and i = j = αn.
Finally, we remark that a broad range of asymmetric instances with a gap, as described in
Theorem 2, can be constructed using similar principles; in particular, in Step 2 of Algorithm A2, a
different order statistic of R (i.e., a biased partitioning element) is computed rather than the median
of R. It is easy to see that the resulting algorithm performs at most (α+β)n+O(n3/4) comparisons
on average. The correctness argument is similar to the one used above in the symmetric case and
so we omit further details.
Lower bounds. Scho¨nhage’s lower bound on the minimax comparison complexity of P in the
problem of partial order production was extended to minimean comparison complexity by Yao [34].
Denoting this complexity by CP ), he showed that C(P ) ≥ ⌈log(n!/e(P ))⌉. As such, the (same)
lower bound for finding an (i, j)-mediocre element derived at the end of Section 2 holds for ran-
domized algorithms. Recall that this is ⌈
log
(i+ j + 1)!
i!j!
⌉
.
For the 2nd case in Theorem 2, namely i = j = αn, this is i+ j±o(n) = 2αn±o(n), which matches
the upper bound in the theorem in the main term. The same comment applies for the first case in
the theorem, namely i = j = n/2− 2n3/4, and for the third case. Consequently, the upper bounds
in Theorem 2 are optimal modulo lower order terms.
4 Conclusion
We presented two alternative algorithms—one deterministic and one randomized—for finding a
mediocre element, i.e., for approximate selection. The deterministic algorithm outperforms Yao’s
algorithm for large n with respect to the worst-case number of comparisons for about one third
of the quantiles (as the first parameter), and suitable values of the 2nd parameter, using state of
the art algorithms for exact selection due to Dor and Zwick [14]. Moreover, we suspect that the
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comparison outcome remains the same for large n and the entire range of α ∈ (0, 1/3) and suitable
β = β(α) in the problem of selecting an (αn, βn)-mediocre element. Whether Yao’s algorithm can
be beaten by a deterministic algorithm in the symmetric case i = j remains an interesting question.
The randomized algorithm outperforms Yao’s algorithm for large n with respect to the expected
number of comparisons for the entire range of α ∈ (0, 1/2) in the problem of finding an (i, j)-
mediocre element, where i = j = αn. These ideas can be also used to generate asymmetric
instances with a gap for suitable variants of the randomized algorithm.
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